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INTRODUCTION
Angled wall mounted flagpoles are a fantastic, eye-catching option for your home, business or public building. 

Buying one can seem like a daunting task - but don’t worry.

If you don’t know where to start this guide will take you through your options by asking four easy questions.

If you are still unsure, then our team of flagpole experts are always happy to help on 01325 355433.

My guide will help you select your 
perfect Angled Wall Flagpole.



What angle do you want your pole to be?

We offer three angled options depending on your needs. An angled bracket of 30º, 45º 
or 60º is installed onto the wall to house the flagpole.

The angle is measured from the vertical wall, as shown in this diagram. Our most 
popular angled pole is 45º.

What type and size of pole do you want?

Harrison angled wall poles are made from aluminium or glassfibre and are available in a range of sizes.

Standard - The standard wall mounted pole is made from aluminium and available in 1.5m or 2m lengths. The kit 
compromises of a 60mm straight pole with a rope and cleat, topped with a white finial. The angled galvanised steel 
bracket is bonded to the pole ready for easy installation.

Executive - The executive wall pole is made in the UK from glassfibre and is available in 2m, 3m and 4m lengths 
as standard and in 5m and 6m lengths on request. It is tapered in appearance to give a sleeker look. The 2m-5m 
poles are 100mm at the base and taper to 65mm at the top The 6m pole is 120mm at the base and tapers to 
65mm at the top. 

All of our executive wall poles are heavy duty as standard. Extra 
heavy duty and ultra heavy duty options are available for exposed 
or coastal locations.

Please note that poles over 4m will require a stay to act as 
additional support.

What additional extras do you want to add?

We recommend that a lazy line is added to all angled wall poles to prevent the 
flag from getting wrapped around the pole in windy conditions. The lazy line kit 
consists of an eye hook which is fitted to the wall and is connected to the flag 
via an eyelet and piece of halyard. It can also be combined with an anti furl bar 
within the flag for extra protection.
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Range Wall Thickness

Heavy Duty 3mm

Extra Heavy Duty 4mm

Ultra Heavy Duty 5mm
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Which flag do you want to fly? 
(Recommended sizes depend upon your pole angle and length).

We offer a wide range of flags for your wall pole. Everything from National Flags to custom designs with your logo.

The flags are available single or double sided in a choice of 3 options:

Standard: the knitted polyester material is lightweight and flies well in wind. 

Environmentally Friendly: made from Enviroflag™, an innovative material made from recycled plastic items 
such as PET bottles. It has the same durability, strength and versatility of knitted polyester but is better for the 
environment. 

Handsewn: created with woven polyester in the UK by our highly skilled team of seamstresses, these flags add an 
extra touch of quality to your flagpole.

Angled or landscape?

Angled head flags give a sharp and elegant appearance but some designs like National Flags require a plain header. 
Landscape flags can be a more cost effective solution whilst still leaving a striking impression.

Recommended flag sizes depend upon the size of your pole, the angle from the wall and if you prefer an angled or 
landscape shape. The following pages show our suggestions.
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45º Angled Flag Landscape Flag

Pole Size Flag Size ‘X’ Flag Size ‘Y’ Flag Size ‘Z’ Horizontal Distance ‘B’ Landscape Size

1.5m 0.44m 0.52m 1.33m 0.76m 1 yard

2m 0.78m 0.69m 1.97m 1m 1.5 yard

3m 0.68m 0.91m 2.26m 1.5m 2 yard

4m 0.8m 1.14m 2.78m 2m 2 yard
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30º Angled Flag Landscape Flag

Pole Size Flag Size ‘X’ Flag Size ‘Y’ Flag Size ‘Z’ Horizontal Distance ‘B’ Landscape Size

1.5m 0.65m 0.55m 1.2m 1.05m 1 yard

2m 1.03m 0.69m 1.71m 1.41m 1.5 yard

3m 1.17m 0.91m 2.08m 2.12m 2 yard

4m 1.42m 1.14m 2.57m 2.82m 2 yard
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60º Angled Flag Landscape Flag

Pole Size Flag Size ‘X’ Flag Size ‘Y’ Flag Size ‘Z’ Horizontal Distance ‘B’ Landscape Size

1.5m 0.88m 0.55m 1.2m 1.3m 1 yard

2m 1.17m 0.69m 1.57m 1.73m 1.5 yard

3m 1.45m 0.91m 1.97m 2.6m 2 yard

4m 1.79m 1.14m 2.45m 3.26m 2 yard
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